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						LOGO DESIGN AGENCY

						We bring creativity to life through innovative logo designs.
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						ORIGINAL DESIGNS

						All our designs are 100% unique. Our logo design experts present you with multiple original concepts and work on the best one for you.
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						EXPERT DESIGNERS

						Logo Symmetry has a team of experienced logo designers with years of experience under their belts to provide clients with the best logo designs.
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						CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

						As a leading logo design company, customer satisfaction is our utmost priority, and to ensure that, we offer free revisions for our clients.

					

				

			

		

	



	
		
			
				
					Our CustomlogoDesign Service

				

					ICONIC LOGO DESIGN
	2D ANIMATED LOGO
	3D ANIMATED LOGO DESIGN
	TYPOGRAPHIC LOGO DESIGN
	SYMBOLIC LOGO DESIGN
	ILLUSTRATIVE LOGO DESIGN


			

			
				
					
						
							
							
								01.ICONIC LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									By creating a distinct identity, iconic logo design strengthens the brand's image and helps the brand stand out from the crowd. An iconic logo is a suggestive symbol that represents a company by showing any product or service offered by the brand. Logo Symmetry has creative logo designers in their team who create eye-catching, memorable logo designs that capture the audience's attention in an instant.
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								02.2D LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									2D Animated Logo Designs are an amazing approach to artistically convey the brand concept. 2D logo designs allow a business to fully express itself and attract people with eye-catching images. These logo designs help in the expansion of the brand by increasing the business ROI. Our 2D logo design experts offer the best 2D logo design solutions that elevate brands to the next level.
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								03.3D ANIMATED LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									A 3D Animated Logo design that is eye-catching and engaging is your best chance for delivering the brand's message in an innovative way. Brands may outperform their competition with old logo designs by using these trendy logo designs. 3D logo designs create a strong visual impression, resulting in enhanced business growth and improved brand image. Through our 3D animated logo designs, we can assist you in transforming the identity of your brand. 
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								04.TYPOGRAPHIC LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									Typographic logos are simple logo designs that utilize text to represent a brand. These logo designs are simple yet distinctive and help brands increase brand exposure and recognition. Typography logo designs may be useful for those looking for a traditional manner to present their business to their target audience. At Logo Symmetry, we believe that a typographic logo design needs to be consistent with the brand’s image, and we help brands with that.
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								05.SYMBOLIC LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									A symbolic logo design is a graphical representation of the brand. It visually portrays a brand by displaying the persona of the brand to the target audience. Symbolic logo ideas help a company stand out from the crowd of companies with generic logos. The usage of symbols in these logo designs reflects the brand's value. Our diverse team of custom logo design experts is proficient and experienced at adding the wow factor to your brand through captivating symbolic logo designs.
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								06.ILLUSTRATIVE LOGO DESIGN

							

							
							
								
									Illustrative Logo Designs are graphic logo designs that represent the brand message via images that correspond to the brand's ideology. Logo Symmetry has a team of creative specialists that are familiar with all styles of graphics, from classic to modern ones. To develop a strong brand identity, all graphics are made with the client's parameters in mind. We provide one-of-a-kind and bespoke illustrative logo design that matches your brand's idea.
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				Our LatestPROJECTSCheck Out Our Diverse Portfolio to See a Wide Range of Custom Logo Designs

			

			
				
			

		

		
			
				
						Iconic Logo
	2D Animated Logo
	3D Animated Logo
	Typographic Logo
	Symbolic Logo
	Illustrative Logo
	Mascot Logo
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							Juliana Xerez wanted to be more visible and appealing to the audience. Juliana Xerez is a firm that provides jewelry and accessories, and other women products.
							

 We helped them by building online platforms to enhance their business among modern women all around the world as we helped them with to be more visible to the potential customers.
						

						
							Visit Casestudy
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							London De is one of the most trustworthy jewellers in the United Kingdom. 

They provide you with the best colored gemstones; such as emeralds, rubies, and sapphires that would actually make you look unique and attractive at the same time. London De is one of the most reputed clients that we have worked for. We were able to assist them in many other services as well.
						

						
							Visit Casestudy
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							Med Tutor wanted to spread medical knowledge to students or any individuals looking to establish a good sense of understanding over medical practices.

We made sure that their app was the one stop solution for any medical practices. Due to its unique and unmatched features the app turned out to be very user-friendly for the users.
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							Beewise is a product delivery firm that delivers your products to their destination on time.They took all of our services, such as logo design, mobile app development, SEO, SMM, and branding, which was undoubtedly a very smart move. 

We helped them stand out and look more reliable among their competitors. We were able to assist them in many other services as well.
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							The larva is a firm that provides Virtual Private Network services to its clients.
							

Larva wanted to connect with people. So, we helped them grow their business in the digital market by providing them with multiple services.
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							Skylex is an organization that provides hair extensions at wholesale rates. They have multiple other services that they provide, such as; stylists, retailers, salon owners, and celebrities’ hair extensions with their brands. 

We helped them in creating resonance with the customers through our services.
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							Torque is an organization that provides bodybuilding and nutritional supplements. They are passionate about bodybuilding and fitness, and they want to help their clients get ripped and healthy at the same time.
							

We helped them accomplish their idea and to be recognized for who they really are.
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							Fireup Design is simply a corporation that provides website development services, website copy, and graphic design services.
							


							They wanted us to upgrade their business through our services, and that what we did. Provided them with the best service like always.
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			PROFESSIONAL LOGO DESIGNING SERVICES

			

			A well-designed custom logo design is a great representation of your company's identity. Your logo design will be used on everything from your website to social media, brochures to business cards. People know you by your brand logo: the more appealing your logo, the more likely you are to attract new clients. So, a good logo design agency informs people about your brand in a nutshell, such as what you do and what differentiates you from your competition.

			Logo Symmetry provides unique logo design services to customers that want their companies to stand out in the marketplace. We attempt to produce unique logos for businesses that aid in the brand-building process. Our logo specialists make certain that viewers identify the logos we produce for companies the moment they see them. We design one-of-a-kind logos after determining the brand's market positioning and goals, as well as studying the competition. With a beautiful and appealing logo, we can increase the brand's authority in the market and attract more clients.

			Our logo services are extensive, ranging from simple designs to animated ones; we have you covered with our extensive selection of logo services. To offer companies functional and visually arresting logos, our team of creative designers draws on their knowledge in the field of logo creation. We create logos that can be utilized across several platforms by utilizing cutting-edge technologies and processes. Logo Symmetry's logo expert team consists of highly-vetted logo professionals that are competent in designing logos that attract more customers to the brand. Our professionals develop the greatest corporate logo designs for companies, no matter how unusual their needs are. We are dedicated to creating aesthetically appealing logos that assist businesses to gain a competitive advantage. We do this by working persistently on the brand logo without rest.

		
		
		Our goal is to create a logo for your company that distinguishes you from the competition and establishes a solid basis for your brand.

		
		The logos we create for brands are consistent with the brand's tone and contribute to the brand's identity.

		Before developing a logo, we provide the client with several concepts and then work on the best one that is a great fit for the brand's requirements.

		The versatility of a logo is Logo Symmetry's top concern. Therefore, we create scalable logos and send the final versions in a variety of formats, including PNG, Jpeg, SVG, Ai, EPS, and PDF. 














	
		
			GLOBAL CLIENTELE

			We have served clients all across the world and have  made thousands of clients happy.
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			Some Measurable Facts:
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          We Follow a StreamlinedCUSTOM LOGO DESIGNProcess
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              DISCUSS


              We believe that communication is an integral part of every project. Before transforming clients’ design ideas into a reality, we hear from our clients.
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              DESIGN


              After the discussion, we start working on the initial logo design and create a logo as per the particulars decided. 
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              REVISE


              The design is shown to the client to get suggestions for revisions. The designers then tweak the design and send the revised logo back to the client.
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              FINALIZE


              Once all the revisions are made, the final logo design is then sent to the client in a variety of formats so that the logo can be used across different platforms.
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            Check What Our CLIENTS Say About Us
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                                    Rosh Alexander


                                


                                

                                    I am glad that I found Logo Symmetry! They designed an illustrative logo design for my company, and the design exceeded my expectations. Thanks a lot, Logo Symmetry, for the great services.
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                                    Mark Russell


                                    

                                


                                

                                    The logo I got designed by another company failed to meet my expectations. So, I hired Logo Symmetry to create a new logo for my brand. Keep up the good work!
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                                    Andrew DeLong


                                    

                                


                                

                                    My logo, website, and application were all designed and developed by Logo Symmetry, and they did a remarkable job. The logo was appealing, and the web and app worked perfectly.
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      Impress the Target Audience with aSTRIKING LOGODesigned By Experts

    

    
      
        
          Are you ready to take your business to great heights of success? Avail our logo design services now!  
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                   Address: 4900 California Avenue West Park Community, Tower B, 2nd Floor Bakersfield 93309
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    We are here to help!

    Providing you the perfect solution for your business needs. Let's work together and unlock doors to success.
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